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Our new Digital Library now online
Torrossa Digital Library receives
a newly restyled and enhanced
interface as part of an ongoing
investment in technological
innovation and improving user
experience.
The new look and improved digital library aims to
provide the best possible tools and user experience
to all our collaborators, customers and library
patrons.
Torrossa Digital Library (access.torrossa.com)
currently hosts content from over 300 scholarly
and highly specialised publishers and university
presses, with a vast catalogue focussing in large
part on academic content in the Humanities
and Social Sciences from Italy and Spain. Our
improved interface further facilitates content
management by libraries and institutions
subscribing to our electronic collections of
academic publications and enhance the overall
experience of research in a digital environment
through state-of-the-art discovery and navigation.
The enhancements to the website come in the
context of a larger project which has already seen
the publication of a new, advanced Torrossa
Digital Bookstore (www.torrossa.com), a
restyled corporate website and improved content
management interface for publishers contributing
content to Torrossa.
Our corporate website (www.casalini.it) now
provides a wealth of information on our services

 casalinilibri

for libraries and publishers and updates on all
of our activities, initiatives and events. A brand
new section, Casalini Lab, gives the latest on
new and ongoing research and development
projects, from our involvement in organising and
hosting international conferences to our work in
important developments such as open access and
linked data.
Our focus on providing an outstanding user
experience is behind the recent update of our
website for publishers (publishers.casalini.it).
This website offers a personalised interface through
which publishers may manage first-hand the
content they contribute to Torrossa by consulting
the catalogue of all content available, uploading
and sending new content easily, downloading
sales reports and viewing access statistics.
Work has also begun on designing a new,
advanced structure for our website for libraries
(libraries.casalini.it), thus concluding the
complete renewal of all of our online tools
and services. Advanced tools for reporting and
statistics will also be added to our management
interfaces for both libraries and publishers later
in the year.
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